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• INCREASED PAYLOAD CAPACITY

• AGGRESSIVE TRACTION

• BUILT TO LAST
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DRIVE, ON/OFF-HIGHWAY

SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Load Range M (22PR)
Replacement of traditional duals with our four ultra wide base tires 

reduces unsprung weight without compromising total carrying capacity, 
allowing for a larger payload per trip.

Yokohama tires are subject to an ongoing development process. Yokohama Tire Canada reserves the right to change product specifications at any time without notice or obligation.

THE WEIGHT-SAVING DRIVE TIRE THAT CARRIES MORE PROFITABILITY.

The all-new 716U Ultra Wide Base drive tire is designed specifically for waste, recycle and on/off-road severe service 
operations where maximizing payload capacity really counts. And with its reliable all-season traction and durable con-
struction, the 716U UWB is the perfect drive tire for the job. 

YOKOHAMA EMERGENCY SERVICE - 1.800.282.1570
With a multitude of services available, Yokohama is saying “YES” to your fleets’ emergency roadside tire needs around 
the clock and throughout Canada and United States.

EMERGENCY SERVICE
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Powerful Zig-Zag Grooves
Enhance traction and wet weather grip by efficiently evacuating water 

away from the tread.

Funnel Shaped Step Grooves
Prevent stones and debris from reaching the bottom of the groove 

where casing damage can occur.

Sidewall Protector
Extremely durable casing with an extra thick sidewall resists damage 

from potholes and curbing and allows for increased retreadability.

Advanced Compound
Resists scrubbing, cutting and chipping for long original tread life. 

Zero Degree Belt
Adds stability for a consistently stable footprint and long, even wear.
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THAT CARRIES MORE PROFITABILITY.
The all-new 716U™ Ultra Wide Base drive tire is designed specifically for 
waste, recycle and on/off-road severe service operations where maximizing 
payload capacity really counts. And with its reliable all-season traction and 
durable construction, the 716U UWB is the perfect drive tire for the job. 

INCREASED PAYLOAD CAPACITY

Load Range M (22 PR)

Replacement of traditional duals with our four ultra wide base tires reduces 
unsprung weight without compromising total carrying capacity, allowing 
for a larger payload per trip.

AGGRESSIVE TRACTION

Powerful Zig-Zag Grooves

Enhance traction and wet weather grip by efficiently evacuating water 
away from the tread.

BUILT TO LAST

Advanced Compound

Resists scrubbing, cutting and chipping for long original tread life.

Zero Degree Belt

Adds stability for a consistently stable footprint and long, even wear.

Funnel Shaped Step Grooves

Prevent stones and debris from reaching the bottom of the  
groove where casing damage can occur.

Sidewall Protector

Extremely durable casing with an extra thick sidewall resists damage 
from potholes and curbing and allows for increased retreadability.

Backed by a 6-year three retread 
casing warranty.
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